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INTRODUCTION
It is a difficult task to do justice to the memory of Pa l (Paul) Erdo s for
three reasons. One is the sheer volume of his work: about 500 papers in
number theory alone. Another is the diversity of his work; when looking
into his papers for this survey I was surprised to see subjects I never
imagined he was interested in. The third reason is its peculiar character.
A major source of his impact on mathematics came indirectly, through
others’ work inspired by his questions and conjectures. He was perhaps
more proud when he mentioned others’ proofs (or disproofs) of his conjec-
tures than when he related his own advances. Thus, in his spirit, I will not
restrict myself to his results but describe later achievements that grew out
of his ideas.
I started this paper with the idea of being comprehensiveI did not
mean, of course, to mention every paper, but at least to touch every impor-
tant subject. Then I realized that even this was impossible, and that I had
to stop sometime; thus this paper is, despite its size, in many aspects
incomplete. The most glaring omissions are the statistical theory of parti-
tions and questions of irrationalityI hope that someone, more competent
than I, will write about them. The selection and relative coverage of topics
often reflect, besides their importance, the fact that I am better informed in
some areas than in others.
A final caveat is that when I select or miss one of the later improvements
or related results, this is by no means intended as a judgement on the
importance of these works; I wanted to give a typical example, or a starting
point where the interested reader might find further references, nothing else.
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Whenever I say something is ‘‘the record up to date,’’ this reflects my
knowledge, which may be deficient; corrections are welcome.
This paper deals only with the work of Erdo s, not his life or personality.
In the short time since his death many obituaries, personal recollections
about him etc., have appeared, and the bibliography cites some of these. I
mention his biography by Babai (1996), which was written during his life
and is based on long interviews with him and on thorough research. I also
wrote my personal reminiscences (Ruzsa, 1996b). A complete list of his
papers in number theory appeared in Acta Arithmetica 81 (1997), 319343.
I will delve more into his early work which can now be seen in better
perspective. I was tempted to say ‘‘his most important work was done up
to 1970’’; I am sure this is true statistically, but I would be reluctant to
brand any single result or question of his as unimportant. The reason is his
penchant for considering seemingly irrelevant particular cases, which may
be like the mustard seed. For instance, his obstinate repetition of the ques-
tion whether almost all integers have a pair of divisors satisfying
d<d $<2d was certainly the main driving force leading to a statistical
theory of divisors. (See Section 6.)
As an important contribution to the development of number theory in
Hungary (with a decisive impact also on the writer of these lines) I men-
tion here his beautiful book with Sura nyi (1960) (an English translation
will finally appear in the near future).
The treatment is divided into the following main topics:
I. Primes.
II. Divisors, sets of multiples, primitive sequences.
III. Arithmetical functions.
IV. Additive problems.
V. Miscellaneous.
Notation. In citations if no author is given (or can be inferred), the
author is Erdo s.
logk denotes k times iterated logarithm.
f  g for functions f, g means that fg is between positive bounds.
I. PRIMES
1. The Number of Primes
The mathematical career of Erdo s started remarkably conventionally,
with a variation on an old theme, Chebyshev’s theorem (Erdo s, 1930
1932). He was very fond of this piece, so let us say a few words about it.
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When we say ‘‘‘Chebyshev’s theorem,’’ we think of one (or more) of the
following claims.
(a) c1(xlog x)<?(x)<c2(xlog x) for large x, with positive constants
c1 , c2 . Here ?(x) is the number of primes up to x.
(b) c1x<(x)<c2 x for large x. Here
(x)= :
p, k : pkx
log p= :
nx
4(n).
(c) In the words of N. J. Fine2 ‘‘Cheyshev said it, I’ll say it again:
There’s always a prime between n and 2n.’’
Here (a) and (b) are equivalent by an obvious partial summation, and
if we have either of them with c2<2c1 then we can deduce (c).
Now with
L(n)= :
n
k=1
log k=log n !
we have
L(x)= (xk) (1.1)
(Legendre’s formula for the prime decomposition of n !). By a subtraction
we get
L(x)&2L(x2)=(x)&(x2)+(x3)&(x4)+ } } } {(x)(x)&(x2).
(1.2)
Since L(x)&2L(x2)t(log 2) x, we immediately get that (x)>(log 2&=) x
and
(x)=((x)&(x2))+((x2)&(x4))+ } } } <(2 log 2+=) x. (1.3)
Thus we have (a) and (b) with c2=(2+=) c1 , which is just too weak
for (c).
Chebyshev took the more complicated expression
L(x)&L(x2)&L(x3)&L(x5)+L(x30)=(x)&(x6)+ } } } ,
which enabled him to obtain (a), (b) with c2=(65+=) c1 and to deduce
(c). No doubt his starting point was (1.2), though he kept this secret.
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2 I heard this rhyme attributed to Erdo s; Professor P. Bateman informed me that Fine is
the author.
Erdo s observed that we can get (c) from (1.2) as follows. Equation (1.2)
shows
L(x)&2L(x2)(x)&(x2)+(x3);
hence we get
(x)&(x2)L(x)&2L(x2)&(x3)\log 23 &=+ x
by estimating (x3) via (1.3).
His other observation was that
L(x)&2L(x2)=log \ xx2+
if x is an even integer, which simplifies the task of estimating this quantity.
A few years later he extended his method to primes in certain arithmeti-
cal progressions (1935g), using products of consecutive terms of an
arithmetic progression in the place of factorials. These results were made
numerically explicit by Moree (1993). For instance, for any x130 the
interval (x, 4630x) contains a prime from each reduced residue class
modulo 840.
These results point in three directions:
 estimate ?(x), (x) elementarily;
 estimate the gaps between primes (see the next section);
 the multiplicative structure of binomial coefficients (see Sec-
tion 14).
In the first direction an aim more ambitious than that of improving the
values of c1 , c2 is to make them arbitrarily near, that is, to prove the prime
number theorem. Erdo s (1997) wrote:
In 1937, Kalma r and I proved that for every = there is an elementary proof for
(1&=)
n
log n
<?(n)<(1+=)
n
log n
, n>n0(=).
Our proof did not give an elementary proof of the prime number theorem since it
was based on the following fact. Let $=$(=) be small but fixed. Then one can find
a k so that for every k<t<k2,
:
t
n=1
+(n)<$t, (1.4)
where + is the usual Mo bius function. That such a k exists follows from the prime
number theorem, but (1.4) can be shown by a finite computation.
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Somehow this escaped publication at that time. Forty years later
Diamond and Erdo s (1980), in a paper dedicated to the memory of
Kalma r, reconstructed this proof, that is, they showed for every =>0 the
existence of a finite combination (with weights) of L(x), L(x2), ..., L(xk)
for which a Chebyshev-type argument yields constants satisfying c2&c1<=.
For a good numerical example see Costa Pereira (1989).
The elementary proof of the prime number theorem became possible a
decade later, with Selberg’s invention of the formula
:
px
(log p)2+ :
pqx
log p log q=2x log x+O(x); (1.5)
here p, q run over the primes. The prime number theorem was deduced
from this by Selberg himself and by Erdo s. The relationship of their proofs
is discussed in Ingham’s review in the Mathematical Reviews (10-595bc).
Since then many elementary proofs have been found, most of them based
on Selberg’s formula. An elementary proof without Selberg’s formula was
found by Daboussi (1984), and another by Hildebrand (1986). There are
several attempts to obtain elementary proofs with an error term. The first
was by P. Kuhn (1955). The record to date is held by Lavrik and Shobirov
(1973); it is
(x)&x<<x exp[&(log x)16&=].
2. Gaps Between Primes
The previous arguments show that to estimate the number of primes
between x and x+ y we do not need to know ?(x) and ?(x+ y) separately.
Indeed,
?(x+ y)&?(x)t
y
log(x+ y)
(2.1)
is known to hold for y=x712+=, a bound much smaller than the error term
for ?(x). In Erdo s’ approach to the prime number theorem an intermediary
step was the deduction of a lower bound similar to (2.1) for arbitrary
y=cx from Selberg’s formula. Erdo s should have asked (but seemingly he
did not) whether there is an elementary proof of (2.1) for values of y
smaller than the elementary error term in the prime number theorem.
He was very much interested in values of y for which the left side of (2.1)
vanishes, that is, gaps between consecutive primes. With pn denoting the
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nth prime and dn= pn+1& pn , the prime number theorem is equivalent to
saying
:
n
i=1
di tn log n;
thus dn is about log n on average. Erdo s (1940) proved that smaller values
do exist, namely
lim inf
dn
log n
<1
(this was established on the Riemann hypothesis earlier by Hardy and
Littlewood). Several numerical values were given, the record being Maier’s
(1988).
About large values of dn , the first to prove
lim sup
dn
log n
>1
was Backlund (1929). His value was 2; Brauer and Zeitz (1929) improved
this to 4, and then Westzynthius (1931) proved that the value was infinite.
To measure the degree of improvement here, put
g(n)=max
kn
dn
log(n+1)
.
For g(n) Westzynthius found the lower estimate c log3 nlog4 n; Ricci
(1934) removed the log4 ; Erdo s (1935a) improved this to log2 n(log3 n)2,
an exponential increase. Rankin (1938) added a further log4 , and since
then only the value of the constant was been improved; the record of 2e#,
where # is Euler’s constant, is due to Pintz (1997).
This is also famous as the Erdo s problem with the highest prize.
Originally Erdo s offered 810,000 for any factor going to infinity; recently he
reduced this to 85000, reserving the 810,000 for a power of logarithm.
If we build a moronic random model for the primes, including any
number n with probability 1log n, then the maximal gap up to n will be
asymptotic to (log n)2; that is, we have g(n)tlog n (Crame r’s conjecture).
Observe that in this model dn=1 infinitely often, which is a marked dif-
ference from the case of primes. Another consequence of this model would
be that (2.1) holds as soon as y(log x)2  , while in reality it fails even
for y=(log x)c with arbitrary constant c (Maier, 1985). In this connection
let me quote some (I think unpublished) conjectures of Erdo s from a letter
to me.
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Let D(x)=maxpk<x( pk+1& pk). It is obviously true that
max
pk<x
( pk+1& pk)( pk& pk&1)D(x)2  0, (2.2)
but of course I cannot prove (2.2). One could ask the same for squarefree numbers
rather than primes, but it can’t be done either. Perhaps if nk=2 } 3 } } } } } pk and
1=a1< } } } <a,(nk)=nk&1 are coprime to nk and J(nk)=max(ai+1&ai), then
max(ai+1&ai)(ai&ai&1)J(nk)2<=
for k>k0(=), and perhaps this is not so difficult.
Let x2< y<x. It is certainly not true that
?( y+(1+c) D(x))&?( y)=(1+o(1))
(1+c) D(x)
log y
,
but can one disprove this? Again, one could ask this for the squarefree numbers;
that can’t be done, but perhaps for the numbers coprime to nk it can.
In the random model the limit in (2.2) will be 14 with probability 1. So,
if this is true, (2.2) is a very strong indicator for the non-randomness of
primes. Perhaps it would be interesting to carry out some numerical
investigations of (2.2).
Erdo s (1949a) also proved that
lim sup
min(dn , dn+1)
log n
=.
It is easy to see that the sequence dn cannot be monotonic (in other words,
pn is not convex) from a point on. Erdo s (1948c) proved the following
stronger result: with some c>0 the sequences
[n : dn+1dn>1+c], [n : dn+1 dn<1&c]
both have positive lower density. Erdo s and Tura n (1948c) showed that p tn
is not ultimately convex or concave either, for any choice of the constant t.
From the prime number theorem we know that pn ntlog n. Erdo s and
Prachar (19611962) showed that pn n is not monotonic from a point
onward, and found the stronger result
:
pnx
} pn+1n+1&
pn
n }  (log x)2.
(The symbol  means that the quotient of the left and right sides stays
between positive bounds.) They also proved that a subsequence for which
pni ni is monotonic has o(?(x)) elements up to x. This was improved by
Rieger (1966).
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Erdo s often mentioned that ‘‘he and Ricci’’ proved that the set of limit
points of dnlog n has positive measure, but so far no one has identified a
single element of this set. I was unable to find whether he published any-
thing on this; Ricci (1955) considers left and right limit points, and shows
each to have measure 18.
He was also interested in gaps between products of k primes. I quote
from another letter:
It is an old question of mine whether, if u1<u2< } } } is the sequence of those
numbers that have at most two prime factors, it is true that
lim
uk+1&uk
log k
=. (2.3)
It can be done with >c instead of , but if we take those u’s that have at most
three prime factors, even this cannot be done any more.
II. DIVISORS, SETS OF MULTIPLES, PRIMITIVE SEQUENCES
These fields have grown so large that by now two monographs have
been published (on different aspects): ‘‘Divisors,’’ by Hall and Tenenbaum
(1988), and ‘‘Sets of Multiples,’’ by Hall (1996). We refer the reader to
them for a systematic account. Here we mention only a couple of points.
3. Abundant Numbers
An integer is perfect, if it satisfies _(n)=2n, with _(n) denoting the sum
of divisors of n. It is an easy exercise to show that the number of perfect
numbers up to x is O(- x) (which was improved by Wirsing (1959) to
xclog log x); thus most numbers satisfy either _(n)>2n, in which case they
are called abundant, or _(n)<2n, and then they are deficient.
Let A(x) denote the number of abundant numbers up to x. It is easy to
see that c1x<A(x)<c2 x with constants 0<c1<c2<1, but does A(x)x
tend to a limit? (Or, in other words, do the abundant numbers have an
asymptotic density?) Erdo s attributes this question to Bessel-Hagen
(I was unable to locate this work). The affirmative answer was given
independently by Davenport (1933), Chowla (1934), and Erdo s (1934).
This early work so perfectly shows the Erdo sian way of thinking that
I shall say more about it.
Since _(n)n=d | n 1d, we always have _(kn)(kn)_(n)n, with strict
inequality if k>1. Thus the set A=[n : _(n)2n] has the property that
for every number in the set,it contains all its multiples (it is a multiplicative
ideal, a word Erdo s never used).
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Now for every set B we can build its set of multiples
M(B)=[n : d | n for some d # B].
Does a set of multiples (an ideal) always have an asymptotic density?
Besicovitch (1934) gave an example for which it does not. However, if B
is so small that the sum of reciprocals of its elements converges, then an
elementary argument shows that M(B) has an asymptotic density. For a
given ideal the smallest set that generates it is the set of its primitive
elements, those numbers that have no nontrivial divisor within the set. For
the set of abundant and perfect numbers this is the set
B=[n : _(n)2n, _(d )<2d for all d | n, d<n]
of primitive abundant numbers. Erdo s proved that the number of primitive
abundant numbers up to x is O(x(log x)2), which immediately shows the
convergence of the sum of reciprocals.
To achieve this, he first shows that all but O(x(log x)2) numbers up to
x have the following three properties:
(1) If pk | n, p prime, k2, then pk<(log x)10;
(2) 0(n)<10 log log x, where 0 stands for the number of prime
divisors, counted with multiplicity;
(3) the maximal prime factor of n is >x1(20 log log x).
Then he proved that if a primitive abundant number has properties
(1)(3), then it must have a prime factor in the range
(log x)10<p<x1(20 log log x),
and if we pick up such a prime for each primitive abundant n, then the
quotients np are all different. This immediately gives the required upper
estimate.
The secret of Erdo s lies somewhere here. He saw the structure of ‘‘a typical
integer’’; numbers were his friends (as were graphs and infinite
cardinalities).
Observe that if we consider abundant numbers only, excluding the per-
fect numbers, then the definition of primitive abundant changes into
_(n)>2n but _(d )2d for all nontrivial divisors. This includes all numbers
of the form 6p, p5 prime, and the sum of reciprocals will diverge. We
also run into difficulties if we try to extend this result to the numbers
satisfying _(n)n: for any given :. We can define :-abundant and
primitive :-abundant numbers analogously, and Erdo s (1958a) showed
that their number up to x is o(xlog x). This is essentially best possible and
their sum of reciprocals need not converge.
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For the number B(x) of primitive abundant numbers up to x he found
the sharper estimates (1935b)
xe&c1 - log x log log x<B(x)<xe&c2 - log x log log x
with certain positive constants c1 , c2 . The values of c1 , c2 were improved
by Ivic and recently by Avidon (1996).
Since every multiple of 6 is abundant, a block of consecutive deficient
numbers can have at most five elements (and it is easy to see that this
happens infinitely often). On the other hand if g(n) denotes the maximal
length of a block of abundant numbers n, then we have (Erdo s, 1935e)
g(n)  log3 n.
The story of abundant numbers points also toward the theory of
arithmetical functions, (see Part III).
4. The Existence of Density
Since from Besicovitch (1934) we know that a set of multiples need not
have an asymptotic density, the question arises whether they have a density
in another sense, and what additional assumptions will guarantee the exist-
ence of asymptotic density. Davenport and Erdo s (1937, 1951) answer the
first question as follows. The logarithmic density of a set A is the quantity
*(A)= lim
x  
1
log x
:
a # A, ax
1
a
if it exists. Now take an arbitrary set B, and let A=M(B) be the set of
multiples. Furthermore put Bn=B & [1, n] and An=M(Bn). The sets An
(are periodic, hence obviously) have an asymptotic density. The set A has
a logarithmic density and it satisfies
*(A)=d

(A)=lim d(An).
The first paper proves this via the simple Tauberian theorem
*(A)= lim
s  1+
1
‘(s)
:
a # A
a&s,
the second with elementary considerations.
Warlimont (1991) extended this result to certain abstract semigroups.
I found (Ruzsa, 1996a) a third approach, based on convolutions of measures
on certain semigroups. This also yields the following generalization.
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I call a set A a weak ideal, if it has the following property. If for an integer
n we can find an a0 # A such that a0n # A, then an # A for all a # A. Weak
ideals also always have a logarithmic density.
In general it is a difficult problem to decide for a given set B whether its
set of multiples has an asymptotic density (after Hall, we call a set a
Besicovitch set if it does), and whether it is equal to 1 or not.
Erdo s (1948b) gave a sort of necessary and sufficient criterion for the
existence, the application of which for concrete cases, however, may not
be easy. A remarkable corollary is that this is always the case if
B(x)=O(xlog x).
Erdo s, Hall, and Tenenbaum (1994) show that the union of two
Besicovitch sets is a Besicovitch set again, but their intersection need not
be one. As an interesting sufficient criterion for this property they provide
the following: if the number of prime divisors of all gcd(a, a$), a, a$ # A, is
bounded, then A is a Besicovitch set.
5. Primitive Sequences
Different sets may generate the same set of multiples. Among the sets B
such that M(B)=A there is a largest, A itself, and a smallest, namely
B=[a # A : there is no d # A, d | a, d<a],
the set of primitive elements of A. We call a set that is the set of primitive
elements of another set a primitive set. This definition immediately implies
that a set is primitive if and only if no element divides any other element.
A primitive set may be quite dense: it can have upper density 12&=.
This follows from the facts that a finite set An=[n+1, n+2, ..., 2n] is
primitive, but d(M(An))  0. The same observation leads to a construction
for which d(M(A)) does not exist; these are due to Besicovitch. However,
this cannot happen frequently. If A is primitive, then with an absolute
constant c we have for all x
:
a # A, a<x
1ac
log x
- log log x
(5.1)
(Behrend, 1935). The best value of c is t1(2?) for large x; here the lower
estimate comes from Erdo s (1948a), the upper one from Erdo s, Sa rko zy,
and Szemere di (1967a).
It is interesting to remark that the finite and infinite cases differ. If we
take an infinite primitive set A, then, as x  , the c } } } in (5.1) can be
replaced by =o( } } } ) (Erdo s, Sa rko zy, and Szemere di, 1967b). Later the
same authors (1969) proved that the same conclusion follows from the
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much weaker hypothesis that the set does not contain three distinct
elements, say a, b, c, such that lcm[a, b]=c.
Erdo s (1935d) proved that for a primitive sequence  1(a log a) is
always convergent and the value is bounded from above by an absolute
constant. He conjectured that the extremal set is that of the primes;
currently the best bound is that of Clark (1995), equal to e#r1.7811.
6. Statistical Theory of Divisors
In (1948b), as an application of his criterion on the existence of density
for certain sets of multiples, Erdo s showed that the set of integers which
have a pair of divisors satisfying d<d $<2d has asymptotic density, and
conjectured that it is 1. In (1964a) he announced cautiously that he
thought he had a proof, which he later recalled. This became one of his
favourite problems, which he repeated ostentatiously. The solution was
finally given by Maier and Tenenbaum (1984); this led to the much
stronger result that almost all integers n have a pair of divisors such that
1<d $d<1+(log n)1&log 3+=,
where the exponent is best possible (this form was also conjectured by
Erdo s).
An interesting generalization is studied by Raouj (1995). For a given n
and * he considers the set of multiples of the finite set
.
d | n
(d, d(1+1log n)*).
He exactly describes the asymptotic behaviour of the density of this set.
As a contrast to the above, the density of those integers that have a triple
of pairwise coprime divisors (observe that this does not restrict generality
for a couple) satisfying d1<d2<d3<2d1 exists and it is <1 (Erdo s,
1970a). In the same paper we find the following result: the integers with the
property that all the 2{(n) sums formed from divisors of n are all distinct
again has a positive density.
He considered the question, How many of the integers up to x are
expressible as a product of two factors - x first in (1955). He returned
to this in (1960), prompted by Linnik and Vinogradov, and gave the
following estimate: this number is about
x(log x)&c, c=1&
1+log log 2
log 2
r0.086071332.
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We still do not have an asymptotic formula (the ‘‘about’’ above means that
this is correct up to a factor (log x)o(1)).
In his letter to me of October 25, 1981, he asks:
Let
f (n)= :
(di , di+1)=1
di di+1 .
(1=d1<d2< } } } <d{(n)=n are the divisors of n.) Is it true that
1
x
:
x
n=1
f(n)  C<?
Does the sequence f (n) have a limiting distribution?
Later he and Tenenbaum (1989) found that
f (n)=(log n) log 3&1+o(1)
for almost all n. The following, related result is worth mentioning:
g(n)= :
(di , di+1)=1
1
satisfies g(n){(n)c with a certain constant 12<c<1, while g(n)>{(n)12
infinitely often (Tenenbaum, 1991).
III. ARITHMETICAL FUNCTIONS
7. Foundations of Probabilistic Number Theory
To prove that abundant numbers have a density, Erdo s used the fact
that this set is a multiplicative ideal. This property alone is insufficient, and
he had to resort to further particular considerations. With this approach it
is difficult to handle even the slightly more general problem of the density
of the set [n : _(n)n>:] for general :, and even more difficult to turn to
other functions.
We remind the reader that an arithmetical function (a function defined
on the positive integers) is multiplicative, if it satisfies f (mn)= f (m) f (n)
for all pairs of coprime integers m, n, and it is additive, if it satisfies
f (mn)= f (m)+ f (n) instead. If these equations are assumed to hold for all
(rather than only coprime) pairs of integers, the function is completely
multiplicative or completely additive, respectively.
In the above case, we are interested in the density of the set
[n : g(n)>:] for the multiplicative function g(n)=_(n)n. By an obvious
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transformation this is equivalent to the analogous question for the additive
function f (n)=log g(n). Some notations will be more appropriate for
additive functions, so we will speak about additive rather than multi-
plicative functions. Note, however, that this logarithmic transformation is
possible only for positive multiplicative functions, and for multiplicative
functions assuming also negative (or even complex) values further
difficulties will arise. The starting case had one more pecularity; _(n)n was
always 1, whence the resulting additive function f was nonnegative.
One could ask what further properties a set of the form [n : f (n)a]
possesses. It is not difficult to exhibit such properties; say, if f is completely
additive and n1 , ..., nk , m are such integers that satisfy an equation
m=> nrii with positive rational exponents whose sum is 1, then if all the
ni are in our set, so must m be. I do not know whether such properties can
be of any use in establishing the existence of density, but seemingly the
whole approach is a dead end. The real idea is to look at all the sequences
arising from different values of a together, that is, to ask about the limiting
distribution of the function. If exploring the structure of these sets is of any
use, it is likely to be in the opposite way: with some luck we can reduce
a question about sequences to one about functions. An instance of this is
the following question of Erdo s (1969b). Suppose a set A of natural
numbers has the property that a1a2 } } } ak=b1 b2 } } } bn with ai , bj # A can
occur only when k=n. (An example is all the numbers #2 (mod 4).) How
dense can such a set be? I proved (1977) that given such a set we can find
an additive function such that f (a)=1 for all a # A, and this led to the
answer that the upper density is always <1e, which is tight. This sort of
application of additive functions to multiplicative properties of sets of
integers was extensively studied by Elliott (1985); we quote a result later.
Let us say that an arithmetical function f has a density limiting distribu-
tion, if the sets [n : f (n)a] always have an asymptotic density. The early
works on the distribution of arithmetical function used this concept. Later
it was realized that it is better to require this for almost all values of a only
(I do not know who first proposed this step). This is equivalent to the now
common formulation which requires that the finite distributions
FN(u)=
1
N
*[nN : f (n)u]
converge weakly. The existence of a limiting distribution was first proved
by Schoenberg (1928), for the function ,(n)n; the next proof was by
Davenport (1933), with _(n)n.
In (1935c) Erdo s makes a leap forward by proving the existence for a
class of functions, namely, for the additive functions satisfying f (n)0 and
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f ( p1){ f ( p2) for all pairs p1 { p2 of primes; the second condition was
removed in Erdo s (1937a). It can be remarked that this class is in a sense
‘‘too general’’, the density is often identically 0. Schoenberg (1936) proved
this for functions which are not necessarily of constant sign, but satisfy
:
p
min(1, | f ( p)| )
p
<.
Schoenberg also showed that the distribution is discrete if f ( p){0 1p<
and continuous if there is a sequence pj of primes such that  1pj= and
f ( pi){ f ( pj) whenever i{ j. This is a rather restrictive condition, but it
includes (after obvious transformations) the classical funtions ,(n)n,
_(n)n. Continuity is also important because then the existence of density
follows from the existence of limiting distribution in the usual sense. In
general it does not, just imagine a function f (n)=\1n with long blocks
of identical sign. For additive functions with f ( p){0 1p< the existence
of densities can be easily shown directly.
Erdo s (1938) generalized Schoenberg’s result in as follows. If an additive
function satisfies
:
min(1, f ( p)2)
p
<
and the series
:
| f ( p)|<1
f ( p)p
is convergent, then f has a limiting distribution. The importance of this
condition is that it is also necessary, which was established soon afterward
by Erdo s and Wintner (1939) and thus became known as the Erdo s
Wintner theorem, the first completely general result on the limiting
distribution of additive functions. It is also perhaps the first application of
Tura n’s method. To prove Hardy and Ramanujan’s (1917) theorem that
|(n), the number of prime divisors of n, is about log log n for almost all n,
Tura n (1934) showed that one can easily estimate the second moment
:
nN
(|(n)&log log N)2.
In 1936 he extended this to a class of additive functions. The most general
form, which became known later as the Tura nKubilius inequality, was
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found by Kubilius (1959, 1962, 1964). This asserts that for every additive
function f we have
:
nN
( f (n)&A)2cN :
pkN
p&kf ( pk)2,
where c is an absolute constant and A can be any of the quantities
1
N
:
nN
f (n), :
pkN
( p&k& p&(k+1)) f ( pk),
:
pkN
p&kf ( pk), :
pN
p&1f ( p).
Many proofs, variants, and extensions of the Erdo sWintner theorem
have been given. De la Cal (1992) extended it to functions with values in
a Banach space.
Erdo s (1937b) showed that |(n)>log log n holds for a set of integers of
asymptotic density 12, To do so he de facto proved, though did not state,
a central limit theorem for |. What he proved was the following.
(a) A sufficiently truncated |let us call it |$satisfies a local limit
theorem. He defines |$(n) as the number of prime factors of n in the range
((log N)6, n1(log log log N )3), when the numbers nN are considered. Then
*[nN : |$(n)=k]t
(log log N )k&1
k!
N
log N
for ktlog log N.
(b) The average of |(n)&|$(n) is O(log log log N ); hence
|(n)&|$(n)=o(- log log N )
for almost all n.
Statements (a) and (b) immediately imply that
1
N
*[nN : |(n)&log log N<u - log log N]
 8(u)=
1
- 2? |
u
&
e&t22 dt, (7.1)
a usual central limit law, but Erdo s was content with stating only the case
u=0.
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These results hint at a close parallelism between additive functions and
results of probability theory like Chebyshev’s inequality, the additivity of
the variance for independent variables, or the central limit theorems. The
pioneers quoted above seemingly did not notice this connection. Elliott
(1980, pp. 1820) interviewed Tura n about this. Tura n writes:
When writing Hardy first in 1934 on my proof of HardyRamanujan’s theorem
I did not know what Tchebycheff’s inequality was and a fortiori on central limit
theorem. Erdo s, to my best knowledge, was at that time not aware too. It was
Mark Kac who wrote to me a few years later that he discovered when reading my
proof in J. L. M. S. that this is basically probability and so was his interest turned
to this subject. He asked me whether or not I can do the same for
Hk=
1
x
:
nx
(|(n)&log log x)k,
k=3, 4, ... too, and perhaps he made even a hint as to the Gaussian value distribution
of |(n).
Thus it was Kac who introduced the probabilistic point of view to the
theory of arithmetic functions. The first result of this was the celebrated
Erdo sKac theorem (Erdo s and Kac, 1939, 1940). Consider any additive
function f which is bounded on the primes. Put
AN= :
pN
f ( p)p, BN=\ :pN f ( p)
2p+
12
.
If BN  , then we have
1
N
*[nN : f (n)&AN<uBN]  8(u), (7.2)
which reduces to (7.1) in the case f (n)=|(n).
The systematic exploration of connections to probability was done by
Kubilius in a series of papers in the fifties, which he summarized in his
monograph (1959, 1964). The term ‘‘probabilistic number theory’’ is likely
also his invention. Among others, (7.2) can be further extended to a full
analog of the central limit theorem involving Lindeberg’s condition. For
details we refer the reader to Elliott’s books (1979, 1980).
Perhaps the most important results of Erdo s are given in his paper
(1946). One result concerns the limiting distribution of additive functions
with centering but without norming. Let f be an additive function such that
for some constant * we have
:
p
min(1, ( f ( p)&* log p)2)
p
<. (7.3)
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Then with a suitable choice of the quantities AN the frequencies
1
N
*[nN : f (n)&AN<u]
converge to a proper distribution function. A possible choice of AN is
AN=* log N+ :
pN, | f ( p)&* log p| 1
f ( p)&* log p
p
.
It is stated as a conjecture that condition (7.3) is also necessary for the
existence of such a centering.
Another result is the first (ineffective) concentration estimate for additive
functions. Let f be an additive function and put
QN=max
u
1
N
*[nN : u f (n)<u+1].
Then QN  0 as N  , unless the series (7.3) converges for some *. This
obviously implies the above conjecture; strangely this connection was over-
looked not only by Erdo s himself, but by everyone else for the next 25
years. Thus, while de facto established by Erdo s in 1946, the necessity of
condition (7.3) for the existence of a limiting distribution with centering
was first proclaimed by Elliott and Ryavec (1971) and Levin and Timofeev
(1971). Elliott and Ryavec apply Erdo s’s concentration result, but rather
than observing the immediate connection they find an indirect way (I could
not check Levin and Timofeev for this point). Erdo s himself did much to
conceal the real nature of this result by the terminology. He writes (1946):
Theorem V. Let the additive function be such that there exist two constants c1
and c2 and infinitely many n, so that there exists a1<a2< } } } <axn, x>c1 n,
| f (ai)& f (aj)|<c2 . Then there exists a constant c such that if we write
f +( p)= f ( p)&c log p,
p ( f +( p))2p converges.
In other words, if for many integers the values of f (m) are close together, then
f (m) is almost equal to c log m. If f (m) satisfies the conditions of Theorem V we
shall say that it is finitely distributed.
Another result from this paper reads as follows. The =-concentration
QN(=)=max
u
1
N
*[nN : u f (n)<u+=]
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satisfies QN(=)  0 as =  0 and N  , unless
:
f ( p){0
1p<.
If f happens to have a limiting distribution, this is equivalent to the con-
tinuity of the distribution function (this case was mentioned above). Erdo s
liked to state this result in the form that ‘‘The limiting distribution tries to
be continuous even when it does not exist.’’
Erdo s obtained his concentration estimates by extremely tricky elemen-
tary means. I would say the natural approach is via the analytic method of
Hala sz (1975) (which is, of course, three decades later). One can have the
following effective estimate for the concentration (Ruzsa, 1980). We have
QN<<max
* \*2+ :pN p
&1 min(1, | f ( p)&* log p|2)+
&12
,
an analog of Kolmogorov and Rogozin’s inequality (with the ‘‘proper’’
multiple of the logarithm first subtracted).
This result readily implies that the set [n : f (n)=a] always has an
asymptotic density. Erdo s, Ruzsa, and Sa rko zy (1973) showed that for
a{0 this density is at most 12.
The previous result hints at the special place of log n among the additive
functions. There are two further results Erdo s (1946) in this direction,
which since then have generated many responses. These results say that if
f is an additive function, and is either monotonic or satisfies
f (n+1)& f (n)  0,
then it must be c log n for some constant c. We mention a few among the
rich collection of generalizations and improvements.
Wirsing (1981) proved that if f is completely additive and f (n+1)&
f (n)=o(log n), then f is a logarithm. Wirsing, Tang, and Shao (1996)
proved that if f (n+1)& f (n)  0 (mod 1), then f (n)#c log n (mod 1) for
all n with some c. This made it possible (via characters) to extend some of
these results to groups. Let f be an additive function with values in a
locally compact group. If f (n+1)& f (n)  0 (which means now the neutral
element of the group), then f is the restriction of a continuous
homomorphism of the multiplicative group of positive reals to the group
(Mauclaire, 1994); for a narrower class of groups this was established
earlier by Daro czy and Ka tai (1986)).
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Katalin Kova cs (1986) proved that if f is an additive function with
values in Rd and | f (n)| is monotonic, then f (n)=c log n with suitable
c # Rd. The interesting feature is that if we replace the finite dimensional
space by an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, then the corresponding
statement fails. A different kind of additive function with monotonic norm
arises from f ( pj)=ej - log pj , where pj is the sequence of primes and the
ej are orthogonal unit vectors. Probably every example is a combination of
the above two, but this has not been established.
Elliott (1985) devoted a monograph to these questions and their applica-
tions to representations of integers. He considers the more general expressions
f (an+b)& f (An+B); what is more important, he can treat the square
mean rather than the maximum of these quantities and obtain effective
results, while most previous work considered only a fixed function and
n  . We quote Theorem 10.1. We have
max
xwxc
1
w
:
nw
| f (an+b)& f (An+B)|2
>>min
*
:
pkx, p |% D
p&k | f ( pk)&* log pk| 2,
where D=aA |aB&Ab|. To indicate what sort of representations can be
obtained, we mention Theorem 18.1. Given a rational function R(x)=
> (x+ai)bi with integers a i0 and b i , for any pair m1 , m2 of positive
integers we find positive integer n1 , ..., nr and =1 , ..., =r=\1 such that
m1=‘ R(nj)=j, m2=‘ R(n j+1)=j.
8. Individual Functions
Erdo s kept his interest in questions about concrete functions like the
number of divisors, Euler’s function, etc., throughout his careerand,
indeed, the previous accounts indicate that his interest in general additive
functions arose from these concrete examples. In Erdo s (1935f) we find the
following results. (Here |(n) is the number of prime divisors of n, {(n) is
the number of all divisors, and ,(n) is Euler’s function, the number of
reduced residue classes modulo n.)
(a) |( p&1)tlog log p for almost all primes p.
(b) p<x {( p&1)>>x(log x) log 2&1&=.
(c) The number of integers up to x that occur as values of Euler’s
, function is <<x(log x)&1+= but it is >>x log log log xlog x. After
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improvements by Erdo s, Hall, and Pomerance, it was proved by Maier and
Pomerance (1988) that this number is
x
log x
exp((c+o(1))(log3 x)2)
with a certain positive constant c.
(d) There are integers n that are assumed by ,(m) for >>nc values
of m with suitable c>0.
Number of prime factors. From the Erdo sKac theorem we know that
the integers have about log log n prime factors; more exactly, the integers
are normally distributed around that value with standard deviation
- log log n. What happens if we take only the primes between u and v? As
soon as log log v&log log u   (say, as functions of x, when we consider
the integers nx), most numbers will have about log log v&log log u
prime divisors in (u, v). What happens if u, v may also vary with n? Erdo s
(1969a) gave a precise answer to this question. Let |(n; u, v) be the number
of prime factors of n satisfying u<pv. If u=u(n), v=v(n) and
log log v&log log u
log log log n
 ,
then for almost all n we have
|(n; u, v)
log log v&log log u
 1.
If the limit is c rather than , then this will no longer be valid.
Euler’s function. Erdo s (1958b) shows that if there is a number n such
that the number of solutions of the equation ,(x)=n is exactly k, then
there are infinitely many such numbers. It is a still undecided conjecture of
Carmichael that there is no such number for k=1. Recently K. Ford
proved that there are such values for any k2 (unpublished), which was
conjectured by Sierpinski.
Everyone knows that ,(n)n can be arbitrarily small; and it is not too
difficult to see that k consecutive values also can be simultaneously small.
Erdo s (1956a) describes the exact extent of this phenomenon. Put
Ln=[log3 nlog4 n]. Then
lim inf
,(n)+,(n+1)+ } } } +,(n+Ln)
n
=0,
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but for every =>0 we have
lim
,(n)+,(n+1)+ } } } +,(n+[(1+=) Ln])
n
=,
The transition at the threshold proceeds as
lim inf
,(n)+,(n+1)+ } } } +, \n+_ log3 nlog4 n&log5 n+c
log3 n
(log4 n)2&+
n
=ec:,
where
:=‘
p \1&
1
p+
&1p
.
It is a classical fact that
8(x)= :
nx
,(n)=
3
?2
x2+O(x log x).
Saltykov and Walfisz improved the error term to x(log x)23+=), while
Chowla and Pillai showed that it is {O(x log3 x). Erdo s and Shapiro
(1951) proved that it changes sign infinitely often, and it is 0\(x log4 x).
Montgomery (1987) improved this to 0\(x - log log x). For an account of
the method and further developments see Adhikari (1998).
Erdo s and Shapiro (1955) consider the related function
H(x)= :
nx
,(n)
n
&
6
?2
x,
and prove that it has a continuous limiting distribution.
The average of ,(n)n is 6?2, with a continuous limiting distribution
which is nowhere constant on [0, 1]. If we iterate Euler’s function, we get
a rather different picture (Erdo s, 1961a). Write ,k(n)=,(,( } } } (n) } } } )).
Then for k2 we have for almost all n
,k(n)
,k&1(n)
t
1
e# log3 n
.
The number of integers nx such that (n, ,(n))=1 is asymptotically
e&#xlog3 x, with # denoting the EulerMascheroni constant (Erdo s, 1948d).
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The most famous property of Euler’s function is the congruence a,(n)#1
(mod n) for (a, n)=1. For most values of n it is not the smallest such
number; the smallest number with this property is given by
*(n)=lcm[,*( pk) : pk & n],
where ,*( pk)=,( pk) except for p=2, k3 when it is ,( pk)2. This func-
tion is called Carmichael’s lambda function. Erdo s, Pomerance, and
Schmutz (1991) show that its behaviour is rather different from that of ,.
Its minimal value is around (log n)c log3 n, and its average satisfies
:
nx
*(n)=
x2
log x
exp
(c+o(1)) log2 x
log3 x
with a suitable positive constant c.
Sum of divisors. _(n) denotes the sum of divisors of n.
The maximal possible order of _(n)n=d | n 1d is log log n. If we con-
sider only the numbers n=2k&1, we have _(n)n<<log log k(tlog3 n),
which is best possible (1971). Erdo s, Kiss, and Pomerace (1991) extend this
as follows. Write f (k)=_(2k&1)(2k&1) and fm(k)=min( f (k), f (k+1),
..., f (k+m)). For a fixed m the function fm will remain unbounded, but it
satisfies
fm(k)<<logm+2(k).
On the assumption of a certain generalized Riemann hypothesis this is best
possible.
And the others. Erdo s and Sa rko zy (1994) consider, for various
functions f, the largest number G such that
f (n)> :
0<|i |G
f (n+i)
is possible for some nx. They show that for the function _, G is
asymptotic to (3e#?2) log log x, for | it is between log x(log2 x)&2 and
log x(log2 x log3 x)&1. In the same paper we find the following striking
question. Is it true that
max
nx
(|(n)+|(n&1))&max
nx
|(n)  ?
Erdo s and Szekeres (1934) consider the function fi (n), which counts the
number or representations of n as a product (of an arbitrary number of
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terms, order ignored) of factors of the form p j, ji. In particular, f1(n) is
the number of Abelian groups of order n. They show that
:
nx
f i (n)=Ai n1i+O(n1(i+1)), Ai= ‘
i
k=1
‘(1+k+i).
IV. ADDITIVE PROBLEMS
9. Classical Additive Theory
Classical number theory studies the representations of integers as sums
from a nice set, the principal examples being the primes (Goldbach) and
the kth powers (Waring). Out of this, notably from Schnirelmann’s
approach to the Goldbach problem, grew a new branch in the thirties,
combinatorial number theory. Erdo s was a central figure in this from the
onset, as we shall soon see. He devoted less attention to the classical part;
still, there are a few results worth mentioning.
In connection with Waring’s problem one often needs an upper bound
for the number of solutions of the equation
xk1+ } } } +x
k
s = y
k
1+ } } } + y
k
s . (9.1)
Davenport and Erdo s (1939) call a sequence *1 } } } *s of positive
numbers admissible exponents for k if the number of solutions of (9.1)
under the restriction P*i<xi , y i<2P*1 is O(P*1+ } } } +*s+o(1)) (roughly the
number of trivial solutions). They find the following collections of
admissible exponents: 1, *, *, ..., *s&2, where =1&1k and * is any
number satisfying k*&(k&1)*s&2; and the numbers 1, 1&k&2,
1&k&1&k&2 in the case s=3. The latter was recently extended by
Thanigasalam (1994).
Erdo s and Mahler (1938) proved that for any binary form F(x, y) of
degree k{3, the number of integers N assumed by F is >>N2k. Erdo s
(1939c) found an elementary proof for the particularly interesting case of
the form xk+ yk.
Romanov proved that the integers of the form 2k+ p, p prime, have a
positive lower density, a remarkable feat since there are ‘‘just enough’’ sums
for that, and he asked whether every sufficiently large odd number is of this
form. Erdo s (1950) proved that this is not the case, they miss complete
arithmetic progressions. Crocker proved (1971) that there are infinitely
many odd numbers not representable as a sum of a prime and two powers
of two.
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How do you prove that n{2k+ p? This means that no n&2k can be
prime, and a way to guarantee that is that it is always divisible by at least
one of certain primes q1 , ..., qm . The divisibility q | n&2k kills a residue
class modulo o(q), the order of 2 modulo q (which we can choose by fixing
the residue of n modulo q). Thus if we can find a collection of primes
q1 , ..., qm and numbers a1 , ..., am so that every integer satisfies at least one
of the congruences
n#ai (mod o(qi)),
then we are done. Erdo s found such a covering system, and this gave him
the occasion to ask many questions about covering systems. The favourite
two are: Is there a covering system of congruences with distinct odd
moduli? Is there one with arbitrary large distinct moduli?
With r(n) denoting the number of solutions of n=2k+ p, Romanov
based his theorem on the assertion that r(n) is bounded in the square
mean. Erdo s (1950) proved that it is bounded in every s th mean, that is,
:
nN
r(n)s=O(N ),
but it is not bounded everywhere, even
lim sup
r(n)
log log n
>0.
As a dessert, he shows how the powers of 2 can be replaced by a general
sequence satisfying ai | ai+1 .
10. Bases
We say that a set B of integers is a basis of order k if every positive
integer can be expressed as a sum of at most k elements of B (sometimes
one requires exactly k summands, which makes no difference if we include
0 in B); it is an asymptotic basis of order k, if every sufficiently large integer
has such a representation. Goldbach’s conjecture asserts that the set of
primes and 1 is a basis of order 3. As a first unconditional result toward
this conjecture, Schnirelmann proved that this set is at least indeed a basis
of some order. An important tool for achieving this goal was his concept
of density (Schnirelmann density)
_(B)= inf
n # N
B(n)n,
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where B(n) is the number of elements of B & [1, n] (and in the sequel we
use the same convention for other letters of the alphabet).
Schnirelmann himself proved the inequality
_(A+B)_(A)+_(B)&_(A) _(B), (10.1)
provided 0 # A _ B. (Under the stronger condition that 0 # A & B, Mann
improved (10.1) to
_(A+B)min(1, _(A)+_(B)),
which is best possible. About the possibility of improving (10.1) under the
weaker condition, see Hegedu s, Piroska, Ruzsa (1998).) The next question
was: Is there a similar inequality for at least some sets of density 0? Such
an inequality was first found by Khinchin, for the case when B is the set
of squares, with an analytic (and specific) proof. Erdo s (1936a, b) found
the following result, which was sensational because of both its generality
and the simplicity of the proof: whenever B is a basis of order k and 0 # B,
we have
_(A+B)_(A)+
1
2k
_(A)(1&_(A)). (10.2)
(There is a similar inequality for asymptotic density.) Plu nnecke (1970)
improved (10.2) to
_(A+B)_(A)1&1k, (10.3)
which is better for every value of _(A) and much better for small values.
He also determined the order of magnitude for the case of squares (the
exponent 34, which follows from (10.3) and Legendre’s theorem, can be
improved to 12, (Plu nnecke, (1957)). It can be observed, however, that
while A+B is the union of all the translates A+b, b # B, to estimate the
number of elements of the sumset up to a limit Erdo s uses only the union
of two such sets, and for this quantity (10.2) is essentially optimal. Let f (:)
denote, for 0<:<1, the maximal number with the following property: if
_(A)=:, then for every n there is an integer k such that the set
A _ (k+A) contains (:+ f (:)) n elements. In the course of the proof of
(10.2) it is shown that f (:):(1&:)2, and in Erdo s (1961b) this is
complemented by f (:):(1&:), which is achieved by considering a
random set.
Take a set A, which is a basis of order two. This means that r(n), the
number of representations of n=a+a$ with a, a$ # A, must satisfy r(n)1.
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It is not difficult to construct bases (say, via considering odd and even
places in the binary decomposition of integers) for which r(n) is bounded
on the average (which is just another way of saying that the number of
elements in the basis up to N is O(- N )). In these examples, however, the
maximal size of r(n) is as high as N c. Is there a basis for which r(n) stays
bounded? Erdo s and Tura n (1941) conjectured it cannot. Erdo s (1954b)
proved the existence of a basis for which r(n)=O(log n), more exactly,
c1 log n<r(n)<c2 log n
for all n with certain positive constants c1 , c2 . This is done by a random
construction; if we make a set by deciding over each natural number n
independently, so that
P(n # A)=c  log nn ,
then we get such a set with positive probability for large enough c.
I proved (Ruzsa, 1990) that r(n) can be bounded in the square mean.
It is interesting to remark that the multiplicative analog of the bounded-
ness problem can be solved. Let B be a set of integers, and let g(n) denote
the number of representations of n in the form n=bb$, b, b$ # B. If g(n)>0
for all n>n0 , then g is unbounded; even g(n)>(log n)c occurs infinitely
often with some c>0. On the other hand, again by a random construction,
g(n)<<(log n)C is possible (Erdo s, 1964b). For an extension to products of
more than two factors see Nes etr il and Ro dl (1985).
Another aspect of regularity is monotonicity; Erdo s, Sa rko zy, and So s
(1987) study how near r(n) can get to being monotonic.
How regular can r(n) be on the average; in other words, how well can
the function
R(x)= :
nx
r(n)=*[(a, a$) : a, a$ # A, a+a$x]
behave? (Here we do not suppose that r(n)1 always.) If for A we take
the squares (with proper multiplicities), we arrive at the classical circle
problem; it is generally believed that
R(x)=?x+O(x14+=),
though the best known exponent is just a bit below 13. Hardy and
Littlewood showed that the 14, if true, is best possible (for the squares).
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Erdo s and Fuchs (1956) proved that this is, rather than a property of the
squares, a universal phenomenon:
R(x)=cx+o(x14(log x)&12)
is impossible for any set A with c>0. Jurkat (unpublished), and later
Montgomery and Vaughan (1990) removed the power of logarithm. On the
other hand,
R(x)=cx+O(x14 log x)
already can occur for a suitable sequence (Ruzsa, 1997). This is a random
construction, and it seems difficult to construct a concrete example.
Erdo s and Graham (1980) show that if we omit an element from an
asymptotic basis, then, with possibly a finite number of exceptions, the new
set will be an asymptotic basis as well. If the original set had order h, the
order of the smaller set can be estimated as O(h2); see Deleglise (1991) and
Nash (1993).
11. Sidon Sets
Take a set A=[a1 , ..., an] of integers and write
f (t)=: e(aj t).
No matter what these integers are, we always have  | f (t)|2 dt=n, while
2n2&n| | f (t)| 4 dt
n(2n2+1)
3
.
The upper bound is attained for arithmetic progressions, the lower bound
whenever all the sums of pairs are distinct (so there is the maximal possible
number n(n+1)2 of them), or equivalently, all the differences are distinct,
which makes n(n&1)+1. These sets were called B2 sets by Sidon (1932),
and generally bear his name today. A Bh set is required to have distinct
sums of h terms, which is again related to the minimality of  | f (t)|2h.
Sidon asked how many elements such a set can have in the interval
[1, x]. Erdo s and Tura n (1941) proved that this amount is - x+
O(x14), which is still the best result, save the coefficient of x14 (Lindstro m
(1969) found the value 1, still the record; as R. Freud observed, even this
could be obtained by the Erdo sTura n method with a careful calculation),
but it is >(1- 2&o(1)) - x. The lower bound has been improved to
- x&xc, where the value of c depends on our actual knowledge of gaps
between primes, so at present we can take c=1140+=. Somehow all
known constructions of dense Sidon sets involve the primes. They are
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based on constructions of Sidon sets modulo m for certain values of m, that
is, sets of residues such that x+ y#u+v (mod m) can only hold trivially
among elements of the set. The known constructions are p+1 residues
modulo p2+ p+1 (Singer, 1938), p residues modulo p2&1 (Bose, 1942),
where p is a power of a prime, and p&1 residues modulo p( p&1), where
p is a prime (Ruzsa, 1993). Singer and Bose were not interested in Sidon
sets; the relationship between their constructions and Sidon sets was
observed by Erdo s (1944) and Chowla (1944). (Proofs of these results and
further information can be found in Halberstam and Roth (19661983).)
Erdo s conjectured that the size of the maximal Sidon set in [1, N] is
- N+O(1). Some numerical evidence against this was offered by Zhang
(1994).
Erdo s (19681969) considers the multiplicative analog: How many
integers can one select from [1, x] so that all pairwise products are distinct?
The primes have this property, even the stronger one that products of any
number of factors are distinct. Still, the answer is here between ?(x)+
c1x34(log x)32 and ?(x)+c2 x34(log x)32 with certain positive constants
c1 , c2 .
Infinite Sidon sets are more problematic. Already in their 1941 paper
Erdo s and Tura n write (,(x) below is the number of elements up to x):
It is easy to see that, for every infinite B2 sequence,  ,(n)- n=0. On the
other hand, it is not difficult to give an example of a B2 sequence with
lim ,(n)- n>0.
Their proof of the first claim appeared in Sto hr (1955), in the stronger
form
lim inf
A(x) - log x
- x
<.
Concerning the second, Kru ckeberg (1961) proved it with 1- 2, and
Erdo s conjectures that it could be 1&=.
It is more difficult to construct an infinite Sidon set for which A(x) is
always large. Chowla and Mian (1944) considered the greedy algorithm:
we start with 1, and we always include the smallest positive integer which
does not spoil the Sidon property. It is easy to see that this satisfies
A(x)x13. Erdo s (I cannot imagine why) conjectured that there should be
a Sidon set with A(x)>>x12&=. He and Re nyi (1960) proved the existence,
for every fixed positive =, of a set such that A(x)>>x12&= and the number
of representations n=a+a$, a, a$ # A is bounded, the bound depending
on =. For Sidon sets, the trivial bound x13 was improved to (x log x)13 by
Ajtai, Komlo s, and Szemere di (1981), and recently to x1- 2&o(1) by me
(1998).
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As a generalization of the above result, Erdo s conjectured that any
infinite Bh set A satisfies
lim inf A(n) n&1h=0.
This was proved for h=4 by Nash (1989) and for general even h by Jia
(1994) and Helm (1993). Improving a result of Chen, Helm (1994) found
the estimate
lim inf A(n) n&1h(log n)1(3h2&1)<.
Curiously nothing is known for odd values of h.
Erdo s, Sa rko zy, and So s (1995) studied the longest interval that can be
contained in A+A, where A/[1, N] is a Sidon set. They proved that its
length h(N ) satisfies N13<<h(N )<<N 12. Ruzsa (1996c) proved that the
upper bound gives the correct order of magnitude.
12. Random Sets
This paper is organized around different subjects, and ‘‘random sets’’
means a perspective or a method rather than a topic. Random sets can be
investigated from many aspects, some of which were discussed above, and
some results were claimed to be found by a ‘‘random method.’’ Random
sets are often not investigated for their own sake, but with the aim that
they provide the key to an existence problem where attempts at construction
fail.
This is frequently called a ‘‘random construction,’’ a phrase the meaning
of which is somewhat obscure. One can debate whether such a proof is a
construction or only a proof of existence. A proof of existence often
immediately leads to an algorithm for finding the desired object (by trial
and error), typically a very slow one. In connection with the basis with
r(n)  log n (see Section 10), Kolountzakis (1994) gives an algorithm,
based on Erdo s’ proof, that constructs the first n elements in polynomial
time. Such a ‘‘derandomization’’ is likely to be possible for many applications
of the random method.
Erdo s did not invent the random construction, but he applied it
masterfully and became perhaps its chief popularizer.
Given a set A, we can ask for another set B, possibly thin, with the
property that A+B contains all but finitely many integers. Such a set is
called an additive complement of A. A general result on the existence of
thin additive complements was proved by Lorentz (1954). This applies
nothing more than a lower estimate for the counting function of A, and an
application to the primes, or to any set with >>xlog x elements up to x,
yields the existence of a complement B with B(x)<<(log x)3. Erdo s
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(1954a) proved that this can be improved to (log x)2; this applies the
further property of primes that
?(x+ y)&?(x)t
y
log x
(12.1)
holds for a range xc yx with a certain c<1.
Lorentz’ and Erdo s’ proofs both apply the ‘‘random construction’’ in its
simplest form, which can be described as a counting argument (Lorentz’
even as a greedy algorithm).
Recently Dufner and Wolke (1994) applied these ideas to the construc-
tion of a thin set P$ of primes, having <<(log x)2 elements up to x, such
that all but O(x(log x)&C) even integers up to x are of the form p+ p$,
with both p, p$ primes and p$ # P$. Wolke (1996) found that by allowing
more, but still o(x), exceptions, P$ can be made even thinner.
Erdo s (1954a) also proved that with only a lower estimate for the counting
function (that is, without further properties like (12.1)), Lorentz’ estimates
are best possible up to a constant factor. Rather than the primes, this con-
cerns sets of positive density. Lorentz’ theorem implies that when A has
positive lower density, we can find a complement B with B(x)<<(log x)2,
and Erdo s shows that this cannot be improved.
This is also done by a probabilistic method, and here a reduction to
counting seems to be (at the least) difficult.
In the first step, we consider a random set A0 , constructed so that the
positive integers are selected into it independently, with probability
P(n # A0)=12. By the law of large numbers the counting function of this
set satisfies, with probability 1, A0(x)tx2.
Next, we try to estimate the probability of existence, for a fixed x, of a
set B/[1, x], |B|<: log x, such that A0+B contains all integers in
[x2, x]. This can be done by estimating for each B separately and summing,
though these events are far from disjoint. For a given B this estimation is
still not obvious. The event ‘‘A0+B contains every x2nx’’ is the
intersection of these individual events for each n. These are not independ-
ent, and it seems (to me) impossible to calculate the degree of dependence
even by new tools like Janson’s inequality. Erdo s cut through the knot by
selecting an independent subset; seemingly a loss, since from the x2 events
only x(log x)2 remain, but the final result is miraculously not affected.
The proof is completed by applying the above argument for a sequence
like xj=10 j, and trimming A0 into, say,
A=A0 & \. [10 j, 2 } 10 j]+
so that the sets B corresponding to x=xj could not interfere.
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This method can easily be adapted to different situations. Kolountzakis
(1996) proved that for a simple random model of primes (log x)2 is the
actual size of a minimal additive completion; thus if there is a thinner com-
plement for the primes (which Erdo s believed to be the case), this must be
based on properties in addition to (12.1).
Erdo s and Re nyi devoted two papers (1960, 1970) to the study of ran-
dom sets. In the first they consider, among others things, how the number
of sums changes if we replace the squares by a random set of comparable
counting function. They show that with probability one, the set of sums of
pairs will have positive density, so that the squares are atypical. In fact,
they find the density of this set, together with the density of numbers hav-
ing exactly k representations, an analog of the law of iterated logarithms
and much more. It is worth mentioning that Atkin (1965) found a sequence
that is even more square-like, namely ak=k2+O(log k); still, the set of
sums has positive density.
Another result, on dense sets with a bounded number of additive
representations, was mentioned in the previous section. In the second paper
they find a set A of density : (a random set, of course) with the property
that for any finite B of k elements A+B has density 1&(1&:)k, which
is the smallest possible value for any set, and thus random sets are again
extremal.
Erdo s and Ulam (1971) consider the possibility of solving the equation
a1+a2=a3 in a random set A whose counting function satisfies A(x)tx:.
If :13, then, with probability 1, this equation has infinitely many solu-
tions, while for :<13 it has only finitely many. Thus, the case k=3 of
Fermat’s last theorem is surprising, while the cases k4 could be expected.
A set V is an essential component, if for every set A with 0<_(A)<1
we have _(A+V)>_(A) (or an analogous requirement with asymptotic
density). A consequence of Erdo s’ inequality (11.2) is that every basis is an
essential component. The converse is not true. In Halberstam and Roth
(1966, p. 35) we read the following.
Linnik constructed an essential component V which is exceedingly thin; so thin,
indeed, that it satisfies V(n)=O(n=) for every = and thus could not (on trivial com-
binatorial grounds) be a basis. Linnik’s highly ingenious method is based on the use
of exponential sums. ...
Erdo s and Roth have recently (unpublished) found that, by the use of probability
methods, it is possible to prove the existence of a sequence of the required kind,
without the use of any deep result (other than the central limit theorem), and that
Linnik’s method can be much simplified in this way.
The above lines were written before 1966, when the book appeared. This
proof was never publishedeven Erdo s’ thousand papers do not include
everything he did. When I picked up this idea a quarter of a century later,
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I found that it not only yields a simpler proof of Linnik’s result, but leads
to a complete answer about the possible size of essential components: for
every fixed =>0 we can find an essential component with V(x)=
O((log x)1+=), but V(x)=O((log x)1+o(1)) is impossible (Ruzsa, 1987). The
simplest set with a chance to be an essential component is the collection of
numbers in the form 2m3n, and Erdo s often asked whether it is an essential
component or not; I do not even have a plausible guess.
13. Further AdditiveCombinatorial Questions
Arithmetical progressions. Erdo s and Tura n (1936) ask how many
integers we can select from the first N so that there are no three in an
arithmetical progression (equivalently, the equation x+ y=2z is not solv-
able in the set). They denote this number by r(N ), and use rk(N ) for the
corresponding quantity defined with arithmetic progressions of length k.
This paper had an enormous impact, despite its containing almost no
results (only the easy r(N )<(49+=) N), and led (four decades later) to
Erdo s’ paying 81000 to Szemere di for the proof that rk(N )=o(N ) for all k
(Szemere di, 1975). Van der Waerden’s celebrated theorem (a decade
earlier) told us that in any partition of the integers into finitely many
classes at least one class contains arbitrary long arithmetical progressions.
rk(N )=o(N ) obviously implies this; the general connection between these
two types of results is still not completely clarified.
This paper also states the conjecture, attributed to Szekeres, that
r((3k+1)2)=2k, which would mean that r(N )  N log 2log 3. Here the
example comes from the integers which contain only the digits 0, 1 in their
development in base 3. It is somewhat surprising that the authors did not
observe that minimal changes give more elements; say, by taking integers
with only 0, 1, 2 in the base 5 development and fixing the number of 1’s we
can have
\kl + 2k&l
integers up to (5k+1)2. The optimal choice l=[k3] increases the expo-
nent to (log 3)log 5&=, and leads directly to further improvements. This
was done by Salem and Spencer (1942) and was further improved by
Behrend (1946) to
r(N )>Ne&c - log N,
which is still the record, save the value of c. In the other direction, Roth
(1953) proved r(N)=o(N ). His method was improved by Heath-Brown
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(1987) and Szemere di (1990) to N(log N )c; my calculations indicate that the
best value of c that can be obtained by their method is between 0.3 and 13.
The first upper estimate for k=4 was obtained recently by Gowers
(1998) (of type r4(N )<<N(log log N )&c). He also announced estimates for
larger k.
Erdo s and Spencer (1995) consider the following problem. How many
numbers need we take from [1, ..., n] so that it necessarily contains a k
term arithmetical progression of the special form [x, 2x, ..., kx]? The
answer is dkn+o(n) with a certain constant dk # (0, 1), and as k   we
have
1&dk 
1
k log k
.
Erdo s, Ginsburg, and Ziv. Erdo s, Ginsburg, and Ziv (1961) proved that
from a collection of 2n&1 integers we can select n, whose sum is a multiple
of n (this bound is easily seen to be exact). See Alon and Dubiner (1993)
for an anthology of proofs. Alon and Dubiner (1995) estimate the least
number f (n, d ) with the property that among f d-dimensional vectors we
can always find n in whose sum all coordinates are divisible by n; they
show f (n, d )cdn. Mann (1967) and Gao (1996) find conditions for the
subsums to represent every residue.
Erdo s and Heilbronn. If A, B are finite sets of integers, say |A|=m,
|B|=n, it is an easy exercise to show that
|A+B|m+n&1.
The extension to sets of residues modulo a prime p is the familiar
CauchyDavenport theorem (the right side must be replaced by
min( p, m+n&1)). Now what happens if we are allowed to count only the
numbers represented as a+b with a{b? Erdo s and Heilbronn (1964) for-
mulated the conjecture that, in the case A=B, we get at least
min( p, 2m&3) residues. The analogous quesion for integers also is easy;
but this simple piece proved surprisingly hard, and was finally proved by
Dias da Silva and Hamidoune (1994). (See Alon, Nathanson, and Ruzsa
(1995) for a simpler proof and generalizations.)
V. MISCELLANEOUS
14. Consecutive Integers, Binomial Coefficients
Products of consecutive integers and binomial coefficients are clearly
closely related. Erdo s (1939a, b) started early to work on the question,
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‘‘When will these be perfect powers?’’ In the first case he conjectured the
answer to be ‘‘never.’’ After much sweat and toil, this was completed by
Erdo s and Selfridge (1975).
Erdo s (1939b, 1951) asked whether a binomial coefficient ( nk), n2k, can
be a perfect power, say =xl, and proved that for k4 it cannot. (The case
l=3 was solved previously by Niven, l=4, 5 by Obla th.) The remaining
cases, k=2, 3, needed much work. (For k=l=2 the problem reduces to a
Pell equation with infinitely many solutions.) Based mainly on the work of
R. Tijdeman, H. Darmon, L. Merel, and N. Terai, the last step was done
by Gyo ry (1997); the interested reader is referred to this work for further
details and history. The only solution with k>2 is ( 503 )=140
2.
Erdo s and Graham (1980, p. 71) conjectured that ( 2nn ) is never squarefree
for n>4. This was proved for large n by Sa rko zy (1985) and for all n by
Velammal (1995) and by Granville and Ramare (1996). Sander (1995)
proved that the maximal exponent E(n) of a prime in ( 2nn ) satisfies
E(n)>>(log n)110&=.
Among a consecutive integers there is exactly one multiple of a. The
reader may spend a few minutes to prove that for a<b, from b consecutive
integers we can select two whose product is a multiple of ab. What happens
if we take more? Define f (n) as the smallest positive number with the
following property: for any collection 1<a1< } } } <an of n integers, in any
interval of length f (n) an we can find n integers whose product is a multiple
of a1 } } } an ; so f (1)= f (2)=1. Erdo s and Sura nyi (1959), prompted by a
question of Gallai, show that f (3)=- 2 and that
(log n):<< f (n)<<- n
with some positive :.
15. Uniform Distribution, Discrepancy
A sequence xj of real numbers is uniformly distributed modulo one if we
have
1
N
*[ jN : u[xj]<v]  v&u
as n  , for all 0uv1. By a famous criterion of Weyl, this is
equivalent to
1
N
:
jN
e2?ikxj  0
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for every integer k{0. Erdo s and Tura n (1948a, b) gave an effective
version of this result as follows. We define the discrepancy 2 of a (finite)
sequence x1 , ..., xN by
2= sup
1uv<1 }
1
N
*[1 jN : u[x j]<v]&(v&u) } , (15.1)
where [x] denotes the fractional part of x. (Some authors use this term for
the quantity N2.) Put
:k=
1
N
: e2?ikxj, (15.2)
the Fourier coefficients of this sequence. Then we have
2<<B=min
k \
1
k
+ :
k&1
j=1
|:j |
j + . (15.3)
This is remarkable for several things. One is the masterful use of the
Jackson mean in the proof (for more on this, including a new method of
Vaaler, see Chapter 1 of Montgomery (1994)). Second is its close resem-
blance to the BerryEsseen inequality; see Niederreiter and Philipp (1973).
(This is another meeting point with probability theory, besides the theory
of additive functions, which was not recognized as such at the time.) A
third is its sharpness. ‘‘Probably our result is not very far from being best
possible,’’ Erdo s writes (in his reminiscences of Tura n in Tura n’s ‘‘Collected
Papers,’’ 1990). I proved (Ruzsa, 1992) that it indeed is best possible, up
to a constant factor, if we are allowed to use only an upper estimate for the
Fourier coefficients.
This result found wide response in the literature. Koksma (1950) gave a
generalization to several dimensions.
Erdo s continues: ‘‘Tura n and I obtained a very much stronger result on
the error terms by using interpolatory propertiesthese papers are very
little used and seem to have been forgotten. While the condition above is
easy to check, i.e., it is easy to apply, our interpolatory conditions are very
hard to verify and this is the reason why they almost never have been
used.’’
Discrepancy is not the only possible method for grasping the goodness
of distribution. Let a1 , a2 , ... be a sequence of reals; the first n elements
divide the the unit interval modulo one into n arcs. Let Mn and mn denote
the length of the longest and the shortest of these, respectively. De Bruijn
and Erdo s (1949) calculate the largest possible value of lim inf nmn , and
the smallest possible values of lim sup nMn and lim sup Mn mn . The follow-
ing sequence attains the extremal values in all. In the first step we have one
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point and one interval of length 1= 2log 2. We split it into two intervals of
lengths 2log 32 and 2log 43; in the next step we split 2log 32= 2log 64
into 2log 54 and 2log 65, and so on.
16. The Kitchen Sink
‘‘The kitchen sink’’ is the title Erdo s and Spencer (1974) gave the
last chapter of their book. This includes, under the subheading ‘‘A 8300
problem,’’ the question about the maximal number k of integers
0<a1< } } } <akn such that all the 2k subsums are distinct. The example
of the powers of 2 and an easy counting argument give for max k= g(n)
the inequalities
1+[2log n]g(n) 2log n+ 2log 2log n+o(1).
Erdo s and Moser (published in Erdo s, 1956b) halved the 2log 2log of the
upper estimate, and Conway and Guy (see Guy, 1982) improved the lower
estimate by one for n221.
It is a rich kitchen where such things go to the sink, so this title is
respectfully copied here.
Factorisatio numerorum. Let f (n) denote the number of factorizations of
the natural number n into factors larger than 1, where the order of the
factors does not count. (For instance, 12=2 } 6=3 } 4=2 } 2 } 3, thus
f (12)=4.) Canfield, Erdo s, and Pomerance (1983) determined the maximal
order of this function. With F(n)=maxkN f (k) we have
F(n)=n exp[(1+0(1)) log n log3 nlog log n].
Few multiples of primes in an interval. Let p1< } } } <pu be primes (now
just any u primes, not necessarily the first ones), and take an interval of
length :pu . How many multiples must these primes have in this interval at
the least? If :>1, each pi has at least one multiple, but they may all coin-
cide. If :>2, then each has at least two multiples, and these pairs are
different; hence a lower estimate c - u easily follows. Erdo s and Selfridge
(1975) found for 2<:<3 the exact bound; it is - u2 if u is of the form
2m2. We make a graph on the multiples by connecting the first two multi-
ples of each pi by an edge. If p1>2, this will be a bipartite graph, which
easily yields the lower estimate. To learn how the complete bipartite graph
is realized see Erdo s (1978).
If :>3, then the (first three) multiples of each prime form an arithmeti-
cal progression of length 3, each with a different difference. Of course, not
every such configuration can be realized with primes, and to tell which are
we may need to resort to unproved hypotheses about primes. But we are
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concerned with the following problem: How many arithmetical progres-
sions of length 3 with distinct differences can lie in a set of k integers? I am
sure an answer to this would lead to a deeper understanding of the additive
structure of sets of integers.
Cyclotomic polynomials. Let
8n(z)= :
,(n)
m=0
am, nzm
be the n th cyclotomic polynomial. The first few polynomials have mainly
0, \1 coefficients, and this induces one to think that they remain generally
small. Still, Erdo s conjectured that A(n)=max |a(m, n)| tends to  for
almost all n. This was established by Maier (1990); later (Maier, 1993) he
added that it is >nc on a set of positive density. Sometimes it is much
larger: Erdo s (1949b) proved that it can be as big as exp exp
(c log nlog log n), which is best possible, save the value of c, by a result of
Bateman (1949). (As a general reference, the reader can consult Bachmann
(1993).)
Quadratic residues. Davenport and Erdo s (1952) proved, improving a
result of Vinogradov, that the smallest quadratic nonresidue modulo a
prime p is <<p(12 - e)+=, which is still the record. The conjecture is,
naturally, po(1). Surprisingly, better exponents are known for cubic and
quintic residues; see Jordan (1966).
Values of L-functions. Consider the Dirichlet series
Ld (s)= :

n=1 \
d
n+ n&s
(an L-function corresponding to a real character) for a real s>34. Chowla
and Erdo s (1951) show that for a fixed s this series, as a function of d, has
a limiting distribution g(u), which is continuous, satisfies g(0)=0, and is
strictly increasing for u>0 (in particular, Ld (s)>0 for almost all d ). The
distribution was descibed and the speed of convergence estimated by Elliott
(1970).
Euclidean algorithm in number fields. Erdo s and Ko (1938a) proved
that there is no Euclidean algorithm with respect to the norm in the quad-
ratic field Q(- p), if p is a prime, p#1 (mod 8) or p#13 (mod 24). This
was the last undecided case.
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Quadratic forms. Consider a quadratic form (with integral coefficients)
f = aij xi xj of determinant D. Mordell proved that if f is positive definite
and D>(2?)n, then f can be decomposed as a sum of two positive semi-
definite forms. Erdo s and Ko (1938b, c) showed that the limit cannot be
reduced below 1.1n.
Diophantine approximation. For every irrational : there are infinitely
many a, q such that (a, q)=1 and |:&aq|<1q2. To what degree can this
be improved if we are content to approximate almost all (rather than all)
:? In other words, given a sequence $q0, when is it true that for almost
all : we can find infinitely many a, q such that |:&aq|<$q q2? By
familiar measure-theoretic arguments (BorelCantelli) a necessary condition
is that
: $q
,(q)
q2
=.
Erdo s (1970b) solves the important case when $q=0 or 1. More
exactly, for any sequence q1<q2< } } } of integers the following three are
equivalent:
(1)  ,(qi)q2i =,
(2) lim inf qi &:q i&=0 for almost all :,
(3) for almost all : there are infinitely many elements of the sequence
qi among the denominators of the convergents in the continued fraction
development of :.
Connection between additive and multiplicative properties. Erdo s and
Tura n (1934) proved that for any collection of positive integers a1 , ..., an ,
the numbers ai+aj , 1i, jn, have altogether at least k prime divisors if
n3 } 2k&2. This was extended to numbers of the form a i+bj , 1in,
1 jm, by Gyo ry, Stewart, and Tijdeman (1988); this works even for
m=2.
The following result of Erdo s and Sa rko zy (1970) connects primitive
sequences (Section 5) with additive questions. If a sequence has the
property that no element divides the sum of any two larger elements, then
it must have density 0.
Another type of connection is studied by Erdo s, Maier, and Sa rko zy
(1987). They show that if we take two dense sets A, B/[1, x], then an
analog of the Erdo sKac theorem holds for the distribution of |(a+b),
a # A, b # B. See Tenenbaum (1989) for an improved error term.
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None of the above, but still beautiful. The following charming small
finger-exercise was proposed as a problem in the Monthly in 1937. Let
a1< } } } <an2n be integers. We have
max
i{ j
gcd(ai , aj)> 38147 n&c,
where 38147 is best possible.
This is from a letter of his to me around 1980:
Let 1a1< } } } <akn, (aj&ai) |% aj . Then it is trivial that max k=[(n+1)2],
namely ai+1&ai>1 and ai #1 (mod 2) is good. But suppose that (aj&ai) |% aj for
aj&ait. How large is max k? I don’t know this even for t=2, maybe just because
My Oldness is stupid and My Stupidity is old.
k>n2+c log n is possible for t=2, for instance ai #1 (mod 2) and ai=22l+1.
max k=n2+o(n)?
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